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Overview 

Spectrum is a valuable finite resource that has fueled the wireless telecommunications 

industry over the past 100 years. In the last eight years, the U.S. government has reviewed 

its spectrum utilization needs to free up more spectrum for commercial applications.1 This 

is in response to an ever-increasing need for more spectrum to address emerging wireless 

services. These services include mobile video streaming, VR/AR training, mobile logistics, 

and anything-to-anything connectivity, plus a wide range of low-latency and high-reliability 

applications, all promised by advanced 4G and 5G telecommunication systems. This 

resulted in the auction of several hundred MHz of spectrum traditionally used by the 

government to be licensed for commercial applications. These auctions have collected over 

$200B USD from commercial companies, demonstrating the spectrum’s importance to the 

commercial telecommunication industry.  

 
However, the spectrum auctioned so far is insufficient for the high mobility, low latency, and 

ultra-reliable services envisioned by new telecommunication networks, including 5G and 

beyond. Additional spectrum is needed at the appropriate frequency bands to make 

deploying these services economical. Unfortunately, viable spectrum is not available that 

can easily be vacated by the government and be made available for commercial service with 

the current spectrum utilization management approach.  

 

Alternative spectrum management approaches have been investigated and proposed by the 

government over the past five years which call for spectrum sharing. Several sharing 

alternatives are being investigated and are the subject of much debate between government 

agencies and commercial industries. Most of the approaches thus far are based on the 

scheduling of spectrum access by different services, where the schedule is either known 

beforehand or where users access Web portals to identify their intended services, their 

network location, and how they intend to use the spectrum. Propagation models are created 

to estimate the level of interference by the requesting services to grant access to the 

spectrum. An example of this approach is CBRS, used for sharing the bands between 3550 

and 3700 MHz.  

 

Unfortunately, these approaches fail to share the spectrum effectively and, at best, 

represent a more granular allocation of spectrum resources without understanding whether 

greater density can be supported. In addition, the conservative propagation models result 

in very large protected areas for the incumbents (Navy) and service tiers (PAL users), further 

impairing spectrum density. Approaches based on actual measurements of the current 

spectrum utilization are better at dealing with these problems. They can provide dynamic 

spectrum access to multiple services more efficiently, especially for desirable “sweet spot” 

frequency bands where network deployments are more economical2. This true dynamic 

access approach, based on current environmental feedback, requires new spectrum 

management tools and policies which enable a Dynamic Spectrum Management System 

 
1 The FCC manages spectrum utilization for commercial applications while the NTIA manages its utilization for government applications. 
2 The “sweet spot” typically refers to the sub 6 GHz frequency range but can extend to 8 GHz 

Overview 
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(DSMS). This dynamic approach supports far greater efficiency in spectrum utilization but 

also provides complementary benefits to ultra-high reliability and low latency 

communications (uRLLC) through the environmental awareness provided. 

 

Current Spectrum Management Approach  
 

To understand how agencies (FCC/NTIA) currently manage spectrum utilization, we need to 

briefly review how the spectrum is used to carry information wirelessly from one point to 

another. Information is superimposed into an electromagnetic wave by a transmitter that 

travels wirelessly through the air (medium). Information is recovered from the 

electromagnetic wave at another point via a receiver. Claude Shannon was the first person 

to try to understand how much information can be transmitted reliably from one point to 

another.3 He calculated the capacity of a medium as the maximum amount of information 

that the received electromagnetic wave contains about the transmitted information. He 

denoted this quantity as the capacity of the medium: 

 

 
𝑪 = 𝑴𝒂𝒙𝒑(𝒙)𝑰(𝑿; 𝒀) 

 

 

Where p(x) is the set of all possible mappings of the information to be transmitted into the 

electromagnetic wave X, Y is the received electromagnetic wave, and I(X; Y) is the mutual 

information contained in X and Y. Generally, the received electromagnetic wave Y is a 

version of X altered by the RF environment between the two points (the transmitter point 

and the receiver point). The mapping of the information into X, p(x), and the extraction of 

the information from Y, p(y) are known as the modulation/demodulation protocol. Claude 

Shannon was able to prove that in the case where the Y contains X plus additive other 

signals, a reasonable case in real life,4: 

 

 

𝑪 = 𝑩𝑾 𝑳𝒐𝒈 (𝟏 + 𝑺𝑰𝑷𝑵𝑹) = 𝑩𝑾 𝑳𝒐𝒈(𝟏 +
𝑷𝒙

𝑷𝒏 + 𝑷𝒊𝒏𝒕
) 

 

 

Where BW is the bandwidth (amount of spectrum used) by the modulation protocol used by 

the transmitter and SIPNR = Power in X / (power of the additive signals = Power noise + 

Power of interference signals) = Px / (Pn + Pint). We use Power noise as the additive signal 

component independent of any other transmitted signal. The power of interference signals 

is the power of other transmitted signals in the same spectrum or portion thereof.  

 

 

 

 

 
3 (https://people.math.harvard.edu/~ctm/home/text/others/shannon/entropy/entropy.pdf) 

 
4 The worst-case condition is when the additive signal does not contain any information about the information regarding the transmitted 

signal X) 

Current Spectrum Management Approach 

https://people.math.harvard.edu/~ctm/home/text/others/shannon/entropy/entropy.pdf
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1. The maximum amount of information carried is linearly proportional to the spectrum 

used and logarithmic proportional to the ratio of the power transmitted versus the 

power of the additive signals.  

2. Suppose you do not allow multiple signals to use the same spectrum and curtail the 

power used to transmit signals in adjacent spectrums so as to minimize the Pint 

component in the SIPNR for a particular transmitted signal. In that case, you allow the 

maximum information to be transferred by that signal. 

 

From these two observations, primarily from the second, a philosophy for the current 

spectrum utilization management emerged. First, a service that requires a particular 

information rate to be transmitted is analyzed to find out what suitable modulation protocol 

can be used economically (resulting in several bits of information per Hz of the spectrum), 

then a BW is requested so that the information rate = BW (number of bits/Hz). Then a 

spectrum frequency range is allocated to be used uniquely for the service. Finally, a power 

profile (of allowed transmitter power versus frequency) for the transmission of signals 

associated with the service is imposed so as not to interfere with other services in adjacent 

frequency bands in the spectrum. 

 

Suppose the services requesting spectrum access are small compared to the spectrum 

available. In that case, this spectrum management philosophy is relatively easy to 

implement. We only need power profiles to implement spectrum access policies and simple 

tools like a spectrum analyzer to police those utilizing the spectrum to guarantee their 

adherence to management policies. This has been the case for the last 85 years in the 

United States. During this time, all services were allocated a particular spectrum band, and 

the industry concentrated on developing modulation/demodulation protocols that 

maximized the information they carried on the assigned spectrum. 

 

Wireless Communication “Sweet Spot” 
 

Each electromagnetic wave propagates differently based on the spectrum’s frequency 

band, which contributes to the modulation protocol’s complexity and, more importantly, to 

the cost of implementation. In general, the lower the frequency band, the farther the 

electromagnetic wave can propagate the signal in the air before its power at the receiver 

point is too small to recognize. Also, in the lower frequencies, it is less expensive to 

implement the modulation/demodulation protocols for the transmitters and receivers5.  

 

This has resulted in preferred spectrum bands for different types of services (figure 1.0). For 

the telecom industry, the sweet spot is between 20 MHz and 8 GHz. What denotes the 

“sweet spot” is the combination of propagation distance of the electromagnetic wave and 

the abundant, affordable hardware available in the market to implement the transmitters 

 
5 Although the cost reduction in implementation is based largely, but not only, un the simplicity of implementation but also in the 

abundant hardware available for implementation in the market. 

Wireless Communication “Sweet Spot” 

Some Observations: 
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and receivers. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 

1.0: 

“Spectrum Sweet Spot” 

 

Higher frequencies are being considered for backhaul applications due to their shorter 

propagation distances and the cost of their implementation (Note: The mass production 

cost advantage for these higher frequencies is not in place yet). Unfortunately, these 

“sweet spot” frequency bands are highly partitioned, with multiple services competing 

for ever-decreasing slivers of the spectrum (see Figure 2.0). With the current spectrum 

management system, providing spectrum for new services in this spectrum band is 

impossible without displacing current services.  
 

Figure 2.0: Example of partition of the spectrum among multiple services in the “sweet spot” 
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Wireless Services Relocation and Current Sharing Attempts 
 

The U.S. government has evaluated its spectrum utilization over the last eight years in the 

sweet spot used by the commercial telecommunications industry. They have made over 450 

MHz of bandwidth available for auction in the sweet spot, generating over $180 B through 

various actions: Relocating some government services to other spectrum bands, granting 

co-primary access to commercial services along with the government’s existing services, 

and granting secondary access to commercial services, whereby some partition of a band is 

shared when the secondary users are not actively using the spectrum. These actions cover 

the AWS3 auction, the 3.45 to 3.55 GHz auction, the 3.5to 3.7 GHz auction, and the 3.7 to 

3.98 GHz auction, among others.  

 

The granting of co-primary access with the government’s incumbent services has generated 

a lot of confusion and controversy due to the poor definition of co-prime utilization and the 

interference that one service imposes on the other. To combat this interference, the 

affected government agencies opted to develop a measurement system to monitor the 

interference from commercial services. Additionally, they established a portal to coordinate 

the deployment of commercial services while minimizing the resulting interference. These 

portal approaches are still deemed infective by the government agencies sharing the 

spectrum. This was the first case that clearly indicated the current spectrum management 

system is inadequate to allow any spectrum sharing on a co-prime or secondary basis.  

 

Citizens Band Ratio (CBRS) 
 

For the 3.55 to 3.7 GHz band, the government service was established as the primary 

service. Therefore, nobody else can use this spectrum when the government uses it. The 

commercial industry invested around $4.6 B to be a secondary user of the spectrum, with a 

portion of the 150 MHz auctioned (70 MHz) allocated for sharing between commercial and 

government services and the balance left to share between secondary (commercial) users 

whenever the primary (government) user is not present in the spectrum. This arrangement 

created a third entity, independent from the FCC and NTIA, to manage access to this shared 

spectrum. In the CBRS bands (3.550 to 3.700 GHz), the Spectrum Access System (SAS) 

vendors utilize a network of special sensors to detect the presence of high-priority signals 

and inform all secondary users to vacate the spectrum accordingly. 
 

Spectrum sharing is managed by slicing the 150 MHz into 15 channels of 10 MHz each. 

When a user requests access to the spectrum, the SAS analyzes the request and provides 

grants for each channel. The granting of requests is currently implemented using a method 

similar to the portal for co-prime services mentioned above, where the prospective services 

register their transmitters and receiver locations and their intended usage of the spectrum 

(transmitted levels and antennas for EIRP estimates). The SAS uses propagation models to 

simulate the level of interference each service will cause to other services using adjacent 

channels. If no interference is generated, the request for channel access is granted.  

 

Details of this implementation can be found on the OnGo Alliance (formerly CBRS Alliance) 

Wireless Services Relocation and Current Sharing Attempts 

Citizens Band Radio Service (CBRS) 
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website: https://ongoalliance.org/ 

  

After an internal evaluation of government services in the sweet spot of the spectrum, many 

government agencies relocated their services to other bands while also investing in 

improved modulation protocols that allowed those services to run more efficiently (higher 

number of bits per Hz). Whenever that was not possible (due to national security or 

economic reasons), the government agencies’ services made some frequency bands 

available using the co-primary or primary and secondary basis as described previously. 

 

Emerging Needs for Dynamic Spectrum Management System 
 

The government is currently investigating its ability to share more frequency bands with 

commercial entities in the spectrum sweet spot, but only using true dynamic sharing. For 

example, in the 3.1 to 3.4 GHz band, the government services use large amounts of radiated 

power, and the users are not static in time and space. Because of these characteristics, 

scheduling a timeslot or service via a portal and propagation simulations is impractical (if 

not impossible). 

  

During this investigation, the government and the commercial telecom industry are in 

discussions to define a more suitable sharing mechanism for these bands. In any case, the 

government is not considering vacating any more bands and recognizes that the current 

spectrum management needs to be reformed to facilitate dynamic sharing. True dynamic 

spectrum sharing is now recognized as a mechanism to increase the number of services 

using a spectrum band when the number of services is larger than the available spectrum. 

Deployment of a DSMS will achieve greater efficiencies in the utilization of spectrum and 

support for the spectrum demands of emerging services.  

 

Modulation/Demodulation Protocol Considerations 
 

 

From 1910 to 1979 most communication systems were between pairs of transmitters and 

receivers and the research was focused on modulation theories to find a 

modulation/demodulation protocol that maximizes the number of bits per Hz that can 

transmit for a given transmitter power level. The modulation/demodulation protocols map 

information transmitted by the electromagnetic wave X and recovered from Y, respectively. 

Modulation protocols like F.M., QAM, QPSK, PSK, Trellis Coded Modulation, and Turbo 

Codes were developed first for applications at lower frequency bands and then transported 

to other frequency bands. When transported to higher frequency bands, they started to 

exhibit a lot of fading. Therefore, multicarrier modulation schemes were developed6 , 

including code-division multiplexing (CDMA) and orthogonal frequency division multiplexing 

(OFDM). Most current modulation protocols are very efficient and capable of transporting 

multiple bits of information per Hz across the sweet spot of the spectrum.  
 

Once multiple receivers and transmitters are clustered together in a region, a 

 
6 To mitigate fading effects 

Emerging Needs for a Dynamic Spectrum Management System 

Modulation/Demodulation Protocol Considerations 

https://ongoalliance.org/
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communication network is developed. In these networks, the transmitted information can 

come from different locations and is primarily organized in data packets. Therefore, these 

networks need to synchronize the utilization of available power, spectrum, and information 

to be transmitted, among others but offer the capability to handle multiple streams of 

information from different points in the network. The transmitted packets could be from 

different applications at different locations. A new level of management was required to 

manage the transportation of these packets through the communication network. This 

prompted the adoption of the Open Systems Interconnect (OSI) model used for wired 

networks which defined additional layers beyond the physical layer to facilitate the 

transportation of information from multiple points in the network and became the standard 

framework for all communications networks. The adoption of the OSI model for wireless 

communication networks began with the first generation of wireless communication 

networks (GSM). 

 

 
 

Figure 3.0: The OSI Model 

In this model, the hardware and transport layers are different between wired and wireless 

networks. The hardware layer contains most of the traditional point-to-point 

modulation/demodulation protocols and extra layers to correctly deal with traffic 

management throughout the network. One thing to notice is that most other network 

transport issues are managed in the upper layers independent of any issues associated with 

the physical layer. This facilitates the management of the network by software from a 

central location, regardless of how extensive the network is, instead of at every transmitter-

receiver location. This provides a clear advantage, especially when the service provided by 

the network only depends on the information rate that the modulation/demodulation 

protocols can provide, and no other physical layer properties are required for the service 

(e.g., the latency associated with the propagation of signals or interference reduction).  

 
In the last 20 years, protocols that support different information data rates and levels of 
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reliability have been developed (e.g., UMTS and LTE), allowing the network to provide 

different levels of service. This brought the flexibility to support high mobility with higher 

data rates for services in the network. This has enabled the network to support many 

applications, making the resulting wireless network the primary mode of communication 

and information. One of the disadvantages of this is the reliance on all services to be covered 

by the properties supported by the modulation/demodulation protocol and associated 

network management. As a result, other services that might be better implemented using 

other data rates cannot be implemented without being forced to use the data rates the 

protocol supports (requiring all services to use a homogenous foundational protocol). 
 

 

Network Slicing 

Services that require a high data rate and quick response and/or reliability of the information 

communicated through the network are difficult to support on the current network with 

centralized management functions. 5G network slicing was created to resolve this 

deficiency, whereby the network management for slices of the network can be pushed down 

to a regional point to minimize network response time and its associated latencies. Figure 

4.0 provides a pictorial representation of this new 5G architecture. 
 

 
 

Figure 4.0: Architecture Block Diagram 

 

In this architecture, concepts like edge computing were implemented through the 

incorporation and usage of the MEC function (Multi-Access Edge Computing), where 

computation and storage capabilities can reside to help make decisions affecting the  

management of the traffic in each slice of the network. Although this can minimize the 

network response to services performing at each network slice, there is no consideration 

for physical layer conditions whose sources are external to the network (like interference 

from other services in congested spectrum environments). These external conditions might 

require readjustments of modulation/demodulation protocol parameters to guarantee 

reliability since it can take several milliseconds to discover the condition (if even possible, 

Network Slicing 
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using conventional key performance measurements for such networks) and execute the 

calculations for the new MEC parameters.  

 

It is estimated that when the condition is identified and appropriate parameters are 

selected to compensate, tens of milliseconds of processing will have passed in the RAN-

MEC-Core processing chain within the slice. Therefore, even though this architecture 

represents an improvement to handle low latency requirements, it is insufficient, and new 

improvements are needed7. Specifically, improvements are required to provide statistically 

sufficient measurements of the RF environment that can be used in a distributed processing 

fashion and allocate the right network resources to support these services. This will allow 

for dynamic assignment of resources to be applied, achieving the sub-10-millisecond total 

latency necessary to support uRLLC. 

 

Proposed Solution – Dynamic Spectrum Sharing 
 

A descriptive diagram of the proposed solution is depicted in Figure 5.0. The RF 

environment is sampled continuously and then analyzed to extract available information 

about all signals associated with services using the spectrum. Samples collected from the 

RF environment should cover the spectrum band of interest plus adjacent frequency bands 

at a minimum. The analysis of the sampled environment should include detection, 

classification, and identification of all signals present in the environment. It should also 

include the geolocation of signals and pattern identification of the signal behavior and 

interactions. 

 

This information provides RF awareness of all the signals associated with services using the 

spectrum. This information is further analyzed with spectrum management policies to 

satisfy service requirements and dynamically optimize the spectrum utilization of all 

services. This information can also be analyzed based on customer goals (e.g., SLA 

requirements), using a semantic engine and inference reasoner to provide statistically 

meaningful actionable data to the operator’s network. This allows automated support for 

application and service level optimizations previously unattainable.   

 

Notice that this solution will allow for the implementation and monitoring of spectrum 

sharing, policies, rules, and agreements in a dynamic fashion. Also, since service 

requirements other than data rates can be considered, such as latency and information 

reliability in congested service environments, dynamic optimization of the network 

resources to support low-latency and high-reliability services is possible with a modest 

modification of the network architecture proposed for 5G networks. This is not possible with 

the current spectrum management approach.  

 

 
7 See Proceedings of the IEEE November 2021 Volume 109 number11 

Proposed Solution – Dynamic Spectrum Sharing 
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Figure 5.0: DGS DSMS Block Diagram 

Implementation Options 
 

The proposed solution can be implemented in several ways: as an independent dynamic 

spectrum management system with its own network of sensors or as embedded software 

within a wireless network communication system such as 5G. 

 

In a network system like those described in the current implementation of 5G, the sample 

RF environment can be integrated into the RU unit of the RAN, and the analysis of the 

sampled environment can be implemented in a distributed fashion among the DUs and CU 

of the RAN in each slice of the network. The specific implementation will vary according to 

the RAN functional partition being considered by several standards bodies.  

 

Figure 6.0 shows the typical function implemented in a RAN and the associated partitions 

currently being discussed in several study group committees. 

 
 

Figure 6.0: Typical RAN processing functions and proposed options for its partition 

  

Implementation Options 
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The partition options for these processing functions are listed below: 

 

Here we show all the options proposed in 3GPP release 15 to decompose the RAN’s 

functions: 

 

▪ Option 1 (RRC/PDCP 1A like split, RRC in CU while PDCP, RLC, MAC, Phy, in DU 

and RF in RU) 
 

▪ Option 2 (PDCP/RLC split User plane only (like option 3) RRC, PDCP are in CU. 

RLC, MAC, and Phy in DU) 
 

▪ Option 3 (High RLC/Low RLC split two sub approaches based on real-time need 

vs. non-real-time, segmentation, or ARQ) 
 

▪ Option 4 (RLC-MAC split, RRC, PDCP, and RLC in the C.U. and MAC, PHY in DU) 
 

▪ Option 5 (Intra MAC split, Phy and Lower MAC in DU while High layer MAC RLC 

and PDCP in C.U.) 
 

▪ Option 6 (Mac-Phy split, RRC, PDCP, RLC, and MAC in CU, Phy in DU, RF 

configuration data pass to C.U.) 
 

▪ Option 7 (Intra Phy split, there are three distinct possible implementations. The 

jury is still out) 
 

▪ Option 8 (Phy RF split RF in RU, Phy in DU and all other functions in the C.U.) 

 
 

The favored recommendations are shown below: 

 
 

 
 

 
Figure 7.0: Favorite partition supported by the 3GPP RAN working group, the small cell forum group (SCF), 

and the O-RAN Alliance 
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Independent of the actual partition of functions adopted by the industry, the proposed 

solution can be implemented as software features in the RU, DUs, and C.U. of the RAN for 

each slice in the network. The data analysis can also be implemented as a software feature 

in the Core or MEC of each slice.  

 

Case Studies 
 

The proposed solution above significantly impacts emerging markets for services required 

to share spectrum or requires knowledge of how the signals in the physical layer are 

interacting with each other (such as low latency and high-reliability applications). For the 

sake of brevity, we will only discuss two of such emerging markets. 

 

 

Private Wireless Networks for Enterprises using CBRS 
CIOs have lamented the shortcomings of Wi-Fi for many years, with a lack of security and 

inability to differentiate services across large campuses among them. The use of private 

wireless networks using either LTE or 5G protocols is the most popular alternative, as they 

provide substantial advantages over Wi-Fi 6 (such as extra security, additional capacity, and 

QoS support for critical enterprise applications, among others).  

 

Current wireless service providers (such as AT&T, T-Mobile, and Verizon) could implement 

these private wireless networks using slices of their network. However, not all features 

supporting advanced services in network slices are fully implemented, and an 

unlicensed/lightly licensed spectrum in the 3.5 to 3.7 GHz band (CBRS) is available outside 

the carrier ecosystem. This motivates many enterprises not to wait for network service 

providers before deploying private networks. These new private wireless networks will 

introduce hundreds of thousands of new nodes and their associated requests for spectrum 

access. This represents a problem for the current spectrum granting process implemented 

in the SAS because the process is not using actual measurements of the spectrum utilized 

by the nodes to make grants. This process depends on user-supplied information about how 

the nodes are planning to transmit signals in the spectrum, along with propagation models 

to simulate the utilization of the spectrum at the requesting node’s location. As the number 

of requests for spectrum increases, the computation requirements to simulate the 

spectrum utilization at each node location increase exponentially, severely limiting the 

response time for granting spectrum and the number of requests that can be handled 

simultaneously.  
 

Since the grant process cannot guarantee the degree of utilization of each channel in the 

spectrum, one of two scenarios are possible: either the SAS can grant access to a spectrum 

channel that is currently occupied by another signal (resulting in interference) or the SAS 

may be too conservative based on propagation models and deny grants when actual 

spectrum is available. The consequence is low-quality spectrum sharing assignments, 

negating the benefits of sharing the spectrum between multiple services.   

 

Case Studies 

Private Wireless Networks for Enterprises using CBRS 
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A possible solution for this problem is to embed DGS RF Awareness into each network node, 

providing precise spectrum utilization information for each node making a request. This 

moderates the need for propagation models and improves the grant response time of the 

SAS.  
 

This solution also allows private network operators to see spectrum utilization in real-time, 

optimizing their spectrum to support a higher quality of information transfer. This can then 

be used to support SLAs for mission-critical applications in their networks (including future 

low latency/high-reliability applications). 

 

Another advantage of using this information to optimize the spectrum is the possible 

reduction in the number of nodes required to support mission-critical applications. Today, 

most private network deployments include too many nodes. The industry standard is to use 

highly conservative propagation models that “plan for the worst” instead of deploying based 

on actual knowledge of the RF environment. 

 

A recent study by Ericsson of a private wireless network supporting logistics operations in 

the port of Amsterdam found that a reduction of around 20% in the number of nodes was 

calculated if all the channels carrying logistical data supporting the loading and unloading 

of cargo from ships were clean and dynamically assigned. These advantages are crucial in 

effectively deploying multiple wireless private networks for mid to large enterprises. 

 

DSMS for Airborne Radars 
 

The U.S. government is investigating if the 3.1 to 3.45 GHz band (currently used by airborne 

radars) can be effectively shared with the telecommunication industry8. These services are 

not continuous and use mobile nodes with large power transmitter levels, making their 

spectrum requirements dynamic. Therefore, they can theoretically be shared effectively if a 

DSMS monitors the spectrum utilization by all services (i.e., it will require a system that 

provides RF awareness in the areas of interest). The RF environmental information would 

be used by all interested parties to trigger policies and rules that allow high-priority 

applications to take precedence without preemptively canceling all other services.  

 

Our proposed solution can facilitate this DSMS implementation and open more frequency 

bands in the sweet spot for telecommunications networks. The latest spectrum auction of 

the 3.7 to 3.98 GHz band can be used as an example of the potential monetary impact (the 

auction represented an investment of approximately $81 B by the wireless service 

providers). The utilization of the 3.1 – 3.45 spectrum could represent an investment of tens 

of billions of dollars by the commercial telecommunication industry. 

 

 
8 (https://breakingdefense.com/2021/12/pentagon-kicks-off-spectrum-sharing-experiments-in-

utah/#:~:text=WASHINGTON%3A%20The%20Department%20of%20Defense,5G%20spectrum%20with%20commercial%20industry

). 

DSMS for Airborne Radars 

https://breakingdefense.com/2021/12/pentagon-kicks-off-spectrum-sharing-experiments-in-utah/#:~:text=WASHINGTON%3A%20The%20Department%20of%20Defense,5G%20spectrum%20with%20commercial%20industry
https://breakingdefense.com/2021/12/pentagon-kicks-off-spectrum-sharing-experiments-in-utah/#:~:text=WASHINGTON%3A%20The%20Department%20of%20Defense,5G%20spectrum%20with%20commercial%20industry
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Summary 
 

 

The economic impact of introducing true spectrum sharing across the sweet spot is difficult 

to overstate. Particularly in the U.S., where 5G Spectrum options are limited vs. other G20 

countries, providing new low-cost spectrum options is challenging and threatens the growth 

of 5G, particularly in the Private Wireless markets.   

 

Fortunately, DGS RF Awareness and a Dynamic Spectrum Management System exist to 

address this challenge and ensure that adequate spectrum resources are available to satisfy 

the need for more dynamic spectrum utilization. 
  

Summary 
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